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TrackMy VeriVax Market Position

As federal mandates continue to materialize requiring companies and individuals increased safety

compliance measures; TrackMy VeriVax continues to be ahead of the curve. 

For any organization looking to track and confirm the vaccination status of their employees - TrackMy

VeriVax seamlessly empowers businesses to capture data, track compliance, report on vaccine

administration, and verify validated vaccine data with the State(s) through secure, HIPAA compliant

technology power by Amazon Web Services (AWS Amazon Cloud).  We also can track testing status and

results all on the same platform.

TrackMy VeriVaxfully interoperable technology stack, complete with state-by-state vaccine registry

integration, telehealth and outreach functionality, and unique eVaccine Passport and eLab Results creation

for all users is Strategically different.

Milestones 

Launched TrackMy Vaccines. 

February 4th, 2021

Scheduled over 5K appts in first 24 hours

live - 100% uptime. 

February 5th, 2021

Partnered with PGA Masters Tournament for

COVID-19 Screening Verification

April 5, 2021

+500,000's + active users & verified results. 

June 30th, 2021 

TMS signs Good Shephard Hospital for

employee health  

June 2021

Connected to all 50 state registries for

validation and verification

 July 2021

   

Workflow View

FAQs 

What options exist to connect to states directly for verification?  

Connecting to state registries is possible. Each state would require a Licensed Professional (LP) and bi-directional HL7 interface - we are connected to all, and have been

prior to COVID.

How do you ensure your staff receives their vaccinations in a timely fashion?

This is a challenge as it relates to employee health and individuals coming and going from your locations - with TrackMy Vaccines alerting reminder system - we send

reminders to enrolled staff and help them ensure they routinely get the vaccinations to do their jobs.

How can we be sure that our employee's vaccine results and paper-CDC cards are authentic?

Rest assured - all you have to do with TrackMy Vaccines is instruct the user to login to their account and click "My Vaccines", enter the required data, and TrackMy Vaccines

proprietary algorithms will verify the results with the state automatically and seamlessly.

Are you manually adding data post-vaccination per patient in the state registry? 

TrackMy Vaccines is connected to all 50 states (and additional territories outside the US) for real time verification and is helping vaccine administrators report to the state at

the time of vaccines being administered. Should that be a need, we can submit vaccine administration data to the state-registry for you.

What if an employee loses their vaccine passport? 

With TrackMy Vaccines, keeping track of a physical CDC immunization card will never be required again. 

https://www.facebook.com/TrackMySolutions/
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